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Survivor
By Rochel Burstyn

Occasionally, we hear amazing stories of people who,

b’chasdei Hashem, “somehow,” against all odds, emerge alive
from catastrophic crashes or accidents. Today, we’re
heading to Arizona to meet one such “walking miracle” —
retired U.S. Air Force Captain George Burk, who is a
Vietnam veteran.

Hi, Captain Burk. Please tell our readers a bit about yourself.

I’m from Pittsburgh. I joined the Air Force in 1963, went to
technical school, got married, and trained as an air-traffic control
officer. I volunteered to go to Vietnam in 1967. I served for a year
and then I was selected as a Team Chief of Air Traffic Control
Analysis and Maintenance at Hamilton Air Force Base (AFB),
California. My team would fly to different military bases, do the
required analysis of the air-traffic control and maintenance, then
after a week, we’d return to Hamilton AFB.
How’d that go?

Like clockwork… until May 4, 1970. We were going to make
our next-to-last visit before we were done. There were fourteen
of us. We boarded a plane that day at Hamilton. There was fog,
a light rain, but it was deemed safe enough to fly.
The plane’s pressure locks were sealed, the engine rumbled
and we taxied down the runway. The plane took off. Over the
roar of the engines, I called to two of the men seated near me
that I wanted to talk about the visit to the base, but I was tired
and wanted to take a nap first. I took off my sunglasses, put
them on the table, lowered my head in my arms and tried to nap.
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I found out later that only nine minutes had passed when I heard
a noise, which caused me to snap to alert and look around.
What kind of noise?

It was a loud, crackling sound.
When I looked up, I saw a huge spider-like crack in a window.
I immediately yelled that we had better let the pilot know; it
looked like we had a problem. But then things went from bad
to worse. The noise became high pitched, getting louder and
more pronounced. And then — BOOM! The windows blew out
completely, and air rushed in. The noise was deafening. The
plane was pitching violently, rolling back and forth in the air,
flames lapping at the sides of the plane. I remember my coworker
Kenny coming back up the aisle — he’d gone to speak to the pilot
— his eyes the size of silver dollars, his coat flapping in the wind.
We knew we were in trouble. The nose of the plane had split
open and the left side of the cockpit was completely gone.
What was going through your mind at the time?

Time seemed to slow down. I assumed the survival position
recommended for a crash, but I knew there was no chance I was

